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QUESTION: 54
Which two characteristics differentiate the Cisco Meraki dashboard from competing
network management interfaces? (Choose two.)

A. intuitive cloud-based user interface
B. built-in live chat for on-demand troubleshooting support
C. instantaneous access to virtualized applications
D. centralized single pane of glass access and management
E. comprehensive aggregator of multivendor networks

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 55
Which two characteristics describe the current SMB workspaces? (Choose two)

A. stationay users and hosts
B. hundereds of ports needed to access the network.
C. standard set of devices and operating systems to support
D. increading amount of devices requiring PoE.
E. increasing wiring and cable costs

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 56
Which two statements about the threat landscape of today's networks are true? (Choose
two)

A. The use of cloud services is creating definitive security perimeters.
B. An increase use of Direct Internet Access leads to more VPN connections

C. Attackers are now well financed and extremely patient
D. Threat actors are now nation states and organized Crime syndicates
E. Victims of security attacks are random, violated by generic attacks

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 57
Which indicator that a customer would benefit from a Cisco Meraki cloud-managed
network is true?

A. Customer requires modular hardware customization and granular, command-line
level interfacing.
B. Customer prefers direct access to on premises appliances and servers via in-line
terminal management.
C. Customer requires end-to-end visibility and a network that can be quickly deployed
and easily managed by a limited IT staff
D. Customer desires to implement a diverse solution of firewalls with third party
integration alongside other cloud applications

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
Which two benefits are included as a part of Cisco Meraki licensing? (Choose two.)

A. entitlement to all firmware releases and cloud-managed security updates
B. 24/7 phone and email support with lifetime warranty
C. advanced replacement service fulfilled within 8 hours pending regional availability
D. access to purchase EOS/EOL Cisco Meraki hardware at a discount
E. extended refund window with a prorated restocking fee

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 59
Which two benefits of leveraging Systems Manager Sentry in a Cisco Meraki full stack
are true? (Choose Two)

A. provides logging and generates consolidated reports of potential security
vulnerabilities
B. entitles the organization to direct access to the SM group within Cisco Meraki
Support
C. helps facilitate the rapid enrollment and onboarding of mobile devices
D. provides Layer 7 application filtering for client network traffic
E. efficient management of client VPN settings and Wi-Fi security configurations

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 60
Which three features does the Cisco Wireless RF Planner offer? (Choose three )

A. determines which users are logged into the network.
B. dynamically disconnects rogue APs from wireless network
C. provides a heat map of AP radio coverage
D. generates project bill of materials
E. estimates the number of access points required for a given area
F. creates customer quotes and bill of sale

Answer: C, E, F
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